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Abstract 
 

The number of smartphone users is increasing with increase in demand for high data rate. To 

fulfill this growing data rate demand, Long Term Evolution (LTE) is one technology option that 

is being widely deployed nowadays. LTE uses Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 

(OFDM) in the downlink system as its modulation scheme and multiple-input multiple-output 

(MIMO) antenna to achieve the high data rate. OFDM has the advantage over the conventional 

single-carrier modulation schemes when the channel is frequency-selective fading and is widely 

used in current wireless networks.  

There are different types of data detection methods used in the current wireless technology. 

However, detection without the knowledge of the channel state information (CSI) is challenging 

and if not impossible. This is because of the fact that the transmission channel between a 

transmitter and a receiver can vary be from a simple line-of-sight to a severely faded one by 

multipath fading; moreover, the channel is random and time varying in nature. Hence, channel 

estimation methods are required to acquire the CSI. LTE uses cell-specific reference signals 

(CRS) or known pilots to estimate the channel properties. 

Different pilot-based channel estimation techniques are developed over the last few decades. 

These include Least Square (LS) and Linear Minimum Mean Square Error (LMMSE) 

algorithms. Previous work on channel estimation is limited to single-input single-output (SISO)-

OFDM and MIMO-OFDM systems in combination with lower modulation schemes like binary 

phase shift keying (BPSK) and quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK). Further study is required 

to understand the performance of MIMO-OFDM technology in LTE and at higher order 

modulation schemes that include 16 quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) and 64 QAM.   

This thesis investigates the performance of higher-order modulation schemes for the downlink of 

LTE based on MIMO-OFDM.  LS and LMMSE channel estimation algorithms are considered at 

the receiver. Moreover, international telecommunication union (ITU) channel models such as 

extended pedestrian A model (EPA), extended vehicular A model (EVA) and extended typical 

urban (ETU) are used to characterize the propagation environment. Simulation results show that, 
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LMMSE has a higher gain than LS; however, the relative gain diminishes at higher SNR regions, 

specifically for SNR >30 dB. Similar results were reported in previous researches for the same 

system and channel model types but for lower order modulations.  

 

Key words: - LTE, pilot-based channel estimation, MIMO, EPA, EVA, ETU 
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1. Introduction 
1.1  LTE and Channel Estimation 
 

After Universal Mobile Terrestrial System (UMTS) 3G technologies were entertained by many, 

still the hunger for higher data rate and greater spectral efficiency in wireless environment is ever 

increasing.  This desire necessitated the need for further developments in mobile communication 

where by Long Term Evolution (LTE) technology is one outgrowth. LTE is an update to the 

UMTS technology that enables it to provide significantly faster data rates for both uplink and 

downlink transmissions [1]. 

 

As stated in [1] LTE Evolved Packet System (EPS) is purely Internet Protocol (IP) based both in 

real time services and datacom services. The IP address is allocated throughout the course of 

communication. The access schemes used in LTE downlink technology is based on Orthogonal 

Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) and in combination with higher order 

modulation (up to 64 QAM) and it has expandable large bandwidths (1.4 up to 20 MHz). In 

addition in order to achieve higher data rate, spatial multiplexing in the downlink (up to 4x4 

MIMO) can be used. The maximum theoretical peak data rate on the transport channel is 75 

Mbps in the uplink. And in the downlink, using spatial multiplexing, the rate can be as high as 

300 Mbps.  

 

In mobile communication systems the nature of mobile radio channel leads to multipath 

propagation which results in rapid variations of the phase and amplitude of transmitted signal. 

This leads to the degradation in the quality of the system unless excellent receiver are 

implemented that estimate the instantaneous channel variation and take mitigation actions. So 

channel estimation is an integral part of recent mobile communication systems. 

 

Channel state information (CSI) in wireless communication system provides information on 

properties of the wireless channel; it takes into account the effect of signal propagation 

mechanism such as scattering and fading [3].  For reliable communication knowledge of the CSI 
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is very critical in determining the channel property. Knowledge of CSI can be instantaneous or 

statistical. In instantaneous CSI, the current channel conditions are known, which can be viewed 

by knowing the impulse response of the transmitted sequence. In statistical CSI, instead of the 

current channel condition, a statistical characterization of the channel like fading distribution, 

channel gain spatial correlation and the like is known [3].  

 

Different channel estimation techniques are introduced in the literature and are broadly 

categorized as: blind, semi-blind and pilot-aided channel estimations.  LTE commonly uses cell-

specific reference signals (pilot symbols) inserted in both time and frequency domain in a well-

defined configuration to estimate the channel. These inserted pilot symbols provide an estimate 

of the channel at given locations within a subframe. And by using interpolation, it is possible to 

estimate the channel across an arbitrary number of subframes [4]. 

 

1.2  Statement of the Problem 
 

In the past few years, a number of channel estimation techniques, that are applicable to LTE, are 

studied. The various techniques were compared using metrics such as computational complexity 

and performance for various channel variations in time and frequency domains and must be 

considered in choosing the proper channel estimation technique. Of the compared techniques, 

pilot assisted channel estimation is the most common techniques used in LTE [5-9].  

 

Comparisons were limited to lower-order modulation orders and focusing on single-input single-

output (SISO) with OFDM systems. However, investigating the performance of pilot-based 

channel estimation techniques at higher order modulations in MIMO-OFDM, to the best of our 

knowledge, is not addressed. The need for further study to understand the performance of pilot 

based channel estimations in LTE at higher order modulation schemes that include 16QAM and 

64QAM is the motivation of this thesis.   
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1.3  Objective of the thesis 
 

1.3.1 General Objective  
 

The general objective of this thesis is to evaluate performance of pilot aided channel estimation 

techniques for LTE downlink with higher-order modulation transmission.  

1.3.2 Specific Objectives  
 

The specific objectives for this thesis are to: 

  Study LTE system which bases multiple antenna transmission schemes and OFDM. 

  Study channel estimation.  

  Implement pilot based channel estimation techniques in LTE system.  

  Create a simulation platform and investigate the performance of pilot based channel 

estimation techniques in LTE system in using higher modulation. 

  Conclude on the performance of the techniques based on simulation results. 

  

1.4  Significance and Limitation of the Study 
 

The research provides: 

 Information on the performance issues of pilot-based channel estimation techniques 

particularly in the LTE technology. 

 For future researchers, it can be used as baseline information in using higher modulation 

order in estimating the channel for MIMO-OFDM system for LTE downlink system. 

 

The research: 

 Is limited to simulation-based investigation which relies on theoretical data. 

 Considers only two of the pilot-based channel estimation techniques and LTE downlink 

system due to time limitation.  
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1.5  Methodology 
 

In this thesis in order to achieve the objectives,  

 Different literature related to this study has been reviewed.  

 MATLAB is used to construct the computer code of MIMO transmit diversity mode of 

LTE downlink system and the simulations were run in MATLAB environment 

 Based on simulation results, analysis to compare the performance of channel estimation 

techniques is done.  

1.6  Related Literature review 
 

Here we cite a few references of work done related to channel estimation in LTE wireless 

networks. [5] evaluates the performance of channel estimation of LS and LMMSE for SISO 

antenna using QPSK and 16QAM as modulation schemes. It demonstrates performance of LS 

and LMMSE LTE channel estimators for different interpolation methods such as linear, spline 

and p-chip and modulation schemes. Simulation results show that, LMMSE’s performance for 

the same channel depends on interpolation method and modulation scheme. However, this paper 

is limited to SISO antenna. 

 

In [6] deals with the performance analysis of channel estimation methods for LTE downlink 

system over time varying mobile environments using SISO system. The frequency domain 

(LS_Freq), least square time domain (LS_Time), maximum likelihood (ML) and minimum mean 

square error estimation (MMSE) techniques were focus area for different bandwidth by varying 

the number of resource blocks used in OFDM structure of LTE system. The paper concludes that 

as number of pilots’ increases with increasing bandwidth, performance of the estimator 

increases. The papers simulations result shows that MMSE performs well at low SNR. LS_Time 

and ML perform well at high SNR as they use the knowledge of number of channel taps. The 

simulation is done only for SISO and the methods are not checked for MIMO antenna cases. 

 

[7] introduces and compared the effect of channel length variation on the performance of LS and 

LMMSE channel estimation techniques for 2x2 MIMO LTE downlink system and QPSK 
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modulation scheme. The paper’s simulations result shows that, in the case where the cyclic 

prefix is equal to or longer than the channel length, LMMSE performs better than LS estimation 

but at the cost of computational complexity. In the other case, LMMSE continue to improve its 

performance only for low signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) values but it degrades for high SNR values 

in which LS shows better performance for LTE Downlink systems. In [7] a different approach is 

used and higher modulation schemes like 16QAM and 64QAM are not covered as a part of the 

study. 

 

 In [8] the channel estimation techniques for OFDM systems based on pilot arrangement are 

investigated. The channel estimation based on comb type pilot arrangement is studied through 

different algorithms for both estimating channel at pilot frequencies and interpolating the 

channel. The estimation of channel at pilot frequencies is based on LS and LMS while the 

channel interpolation is done using linear interpolation, second order interpolation, low-pass 

interpolation, spline cubic interpolation, and time domain interpolation and analyses performance 

of channel estimation techniques under different modulation scheme like 16QAM, QPSK, 

differential quadrature phase shift keying (DQPSK) and BPSK for SISO and as well in paper [2] 

for BPSK scheme is performed. The paper is limited to SISO antenna case and further analysis 

using MIMO antenna is needed. 

 

[9] proposes to evaluate the performance of channel estimation techniques for 2x2 LTE 

Downlink systems based on Zero Padding technique (ZP) instead of cyclic prefixing (CP) using 

QPSK modulation scheme. Simulation results have shown that CP-LTE systems outperform ZP-

LTE in terms of BER. 

 

The paper [10] proposes to evaluate the channel estimation schemes for LTE downlink based on 

3GPP LTE downlink specifications. The results for both SISO and MIMO-OFDM are presented 

for LMMSE method. First the paper evaluates the SISO–OFDM for QPSK and 16 QAM 

modulation scheme with LMMSE estimator. Secondly, only QPSK (4-QAM) as a higher 

modulation schemes and LMMSE channel estimator is used to simulate for 2x2, 2x1 MIMO-

OFDM system. The results show that performance of MMSE is superior to LS. However, the 
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performance gap value between the two algorithms at different modulation scheme i.e., jumping 

from QPSK to 16QAM is not studied. 

 

Even with the papers just mentioned and work by many other researchers in the past decade, 

there is less discussion about using MIMO OFDM technology in combination with higher 

modulations like 16QAM and 64QAM to investigate the performance of channel estimation 

techniques in LTE environment. This is an open area that needs to be studied more in the future 

to see the performance of different channel estimation techniques using MIMO OFDM under 

different modulation scheme and different parameter configuration. 

1.7  Outline of the thesis 
 

The organization of the thesis is as follows.  Chapter two gives general overview of the LTE 

system and the OFDM model and the different MIMO modes of transmission used in the LTE 

system are discussed. Specifically, the MIMO OFDM model i.e., the MIMO 2x2 transmit 

diversity using Space Frequency Block Coding, which is used in the thesis, is presented. 

 

Chapter three illustrates different channel estimation techniques and the formulations of Least 

Square and Linear Minimum Square channel estimation algorithms are introduced. Chapter four 

provide insight into some of the characteristics of the mobile radio channel and different fading 

channel models. Channel parameters of the wireless environment are given and the different 

channel models used in the LTE system is provided. In Chapter five performance of Least 

Square and Linear Minimum Mean Square Estimation techniques at different modulation scheme 

are evaluated according to the LTE selected parameters and the results are discussed. 

 

Finally, in Chapter six the conclusion based on the results and discussion is presented and some 

future ideas are given. 
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2. Overview of LTE System 
 

The motivation of this chapter is to give a detailed description of LTE downlink and LTE system 

model which bases multiple antenna transmission schemes and OFDM. 

 

2.1  LTE Physical Layer Overview 
 

LTE physical layer is targeted to provide improved radio interface capabilities between the base 

station and user equipment (UE) compared to previous cellular technologies and in the initial 

requirements defined by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) (3GPP 25.913), the LTE 

physical layer should support peak data rates of more than 100 Mb/s over the downlink and 50 

Mb/s over the uplink. It has a flexible transmission bandwidth ranging from 1.25 to 20 MHz and 

will provide support for users with different capabilities. The technology requirement will be 

implemented will be achieved by employing OFDM or multi-antenna schemes (3GPP 36.201) 

[14]. 

 

Additionally, channel variations in the time/frequency domain are exploited through link 

adaptation and frequency-domain scheduling, giving a substantial increase in spectral efficiency. 

In order to support transmission in paired and unpaired spectra, the LTE air interface supports 

both frequency division duplex (FDD) and time division duplex (TDD) modes [14]. 

 

This section discusses a detailed description of the LTE radio-interface physical layer by 

providing an introduction to the physical layer, focusing on the physical resource structure .And 

it discuss LTE slot structure, the physical resource elements and LTE downlink parameters.  

2.1.1  Physical Resource Structure of LTE 
 

As stated in 3GPP TR 36.211 V8.7.0 document  the size of various fields in the time domain for 

LTE signal is expressed as a number of time units Ts =1/(15000 × 2048) seconds [11]. Downlink 
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and uplink transmissions are organized into radio frames with Tf = 307200 x Ts =10ms duration. 

Two radio frame structures are supported: Type-1 frame structure is applicable to Frequency 

Division Duplex (FDD) and Type-2 frame structure is applicable to Time Division Duplex 

(TDD). 

 

Type-1 Frame structure  

 

The application of frame structure type 1 is both in full duplex and in half duplex FDD. As 

shown below in Figure 2.1 the length of each radio frame is 10ms long which is divided into 20 

slots of length Ts=15360 x Ts= 0.5ms, numbered from 0 to 19. LTE sub frame consists of two 

consecutive slots where sub frame i consists of slots 2i and 2i+1. 

 

In using FDD mode, 10 sub frames are used for downlink transmission and 10 sub frames are 

used for uplink transmissions in each 10ms interval. Uplink and downlink transmissions are 

separated in the frequency domain. In half-duplex FDD operation, the UE cannot transmit and 

receive at the same time while there are no such restrictions in full-duplex FDD [11]. 

 

   One radio frame (Tf = 307200 x Ts =10ms) 

One slot, Ts=15360 x Ts= 0.5ms 

 

#0 #1 #2 #3 
- -   - 

#16 #17 #18 #19 

 
One Sub frame 

Figure 2.1 Frame structure type 1[11]. 
 

Type-2 Frame structure  

 

The application of Frame structure type 2 is in TDD. Each radio frame of length Tf = 10ms 

consists of two half frame of length 5ms each. Each half-frame consists of five subframes of 

length 1ms. Table 2.1 lists the supported uplink-downlink configuration where, for each 
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subframe in a radio frame, 'D' denotes the subframe is reserved for downlink transmissions, 'U' 

denotes the subframe is reserved for uplink transmissions and 'S' denotes a special subframe with 

the three fields Downlink Pilot Time Slot (DwPTS), Guard Period (GP) and Uplink Pilot Time 

Slot (UpPTS). The length of DwPTS and UpPTS is given by Table 2.2 subject to the total length 

of DwPTS, GP and UpPTS being equal to 1ms. Each subframe i is defined as two slots, 2i and 

2i+1 of length Tslot=0.5ms in each subframe [11]. 

 

Uplink-downlink configurations with both 5ms and 10ms downlink-to-uplink switch-point 

periodicity are supported. In case of 5ms downlink-to-uplink switch-point periodicity, the special 

subframe exists in both half-frames. In case of 10ms downlink-to-uplink switch-point 

periodicity, the special subframe exists in the first half-frame only. Subframes 0 and 5 and 

DwPTS are always reserved for downlink transmission. UpPTS and the subframe immediately 

following the special subframe are always reserved for uplink transmission. 

 
One radio frame Tf=307200Ts=10ms 

One half-frame, 153600xTs=5ms 

  

 
 
        T slot=15360Ts   

Subframe#0    Subframe#2  Subframe#4 Subframe#5    Subframe#7 Subframe#8 Subframe#9 

 

One subframe,  

30720Ts 
 

      

Figure 2.2 Frame Structure type 2[11]. 
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Special 
subframe 
configuration 

Normal Cyclic prefix in downlink Extended Cyclic prefix in downlink 

DwPTS UpPTS DwPTS UpPTS 

  Normal 
Cyclic prefix 
in uplink 

Extended 
Cyclic prefix 
in uplink 

 Normal 
Cyclic prefix 
in uplink 

Extended 
Cyclic prefix 
in uplink 

0 6592.Ts   7680.Ts   

1 19760.Ts   20480.Ts   

2 21952.Ts 2192.Ts 2560.Ts 23040.Ts 2192.Ts 2560.Ts 

3 24144.Ts   25600.Ts   

4 26336.Ts   7680.Ts   

5 6592.Ts   20480.Ts 4384.Ts 5120.Ts 

6 19760.Ts   23040.Ts   

7 21952.Ts 4384.Ts 5120.Ts - - - 

8 24144.Ts   - - - 

 

Table 2.1 Configuration of special subframe (lengths of DwPTS/GP/UpPTS)[ 11]. 

Uplink-
downlink 
configuration 

Downlink-
to-uplink 
Switch-point 
Periodicity 

Subframe number 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

0 5ms D S U U U D S U U U 

1 5ms D S U U D D S U U D 

2 5ms D S U D D D S U D D 

3 10ms D S U U U D D D D D 

4 10ms D S U U D D D D D D 

5 10ms D S U D D D D D D D 

6 5ms D S U U U D S U U D 

Table 2.2 Uplink-downlink configurations [11]. 
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2.1.2 LTE Slot Structure and Physical Resource Elements 
 

Resource grid 

As described above the LTE downlink system has 10ms duration for one frame structure. Each 

frame is divided in to 10 of 1ms sub frames as shown in Figure 2.3. And the sub frame has two 

time slots of 0.5ms. The slot contains 6 or 7 OFDM symbols based on the number of cyclic 

prefix added (normal or extended). The LTE downlink system has 25 different frequency bands 

and scalable bandwidth of 1.4MHz to 20MHz.One physical resource block is 180 KHz and the 

subcarrier separation is 15 KHz and it is formed by concatenation of resource blocks consisting 

of 12 sub carriers. 

 

 
                    

 

    0.5ms  0.5ms 

Slot 1 Slot 2 
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7 symbols      6 symbols 
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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Figure 2.3 Frame structure of LTE downlink[13]. 

1ms 

10ms- 1 Frame 
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LTE radio resource is structured using units of Physical Resource Blocks (PRBs). The PRB 

contains 12 subcarriers and one slot to mean that it has 12 by 6 or 7 dimensions. If the normal 

Cyclic Prefix is used, a PRB will contain 12 subcarriers over seven symbols. If the extended CP 

is used, the PRB contains only six symbols. The UE is specified allocation for the first slot of a 

sub frame. For example, in a 10 MHz spectrum bandwidth, there are 600 usable subcarriers 

(50*12) and 50 PRBs [12, 13]. In general the OFDM parameters are shown in Table 2.3 and the 

resource grid is shown at Figure 2.4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4 LTE Resource grid [6]. 
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2.1.3 LTE Downlink Parameters 
 

Each slot in a transmitted signal resource grid has two dimensions subcarrier (NDL
RBNRB

SC ) vs. 

OFDM symbol(NDL
Symb).The transmission bandwidth in the cell determines the quantity NDL

RB 

and it is between 6 and 100. The set of allowed values for NDL
RB  is listed in Table 2.3. 

 

Band width(MHz) 1.4 3 5 10 15 20 

Sampling frequency(MHZ) 1.92 3.84 7.68 15.36 23.04 30.72 

FFT size 128 256 512 1024 1536 2048 

No. of resource blocks(PRB) NDL
RB 6 15 25 50 75 100 

OFDM symbols per time slot 7/6 (Normal/Extended) 

CP length(ms) 4.7/5.6   16.67(Normal/Extended) 

 

Table 2.3 OFDM parameters for LTE downlink system [13]. 

When we use multi-antenna transmission, each antenna port will have one resource grid. An 

antenna port is defined by its associated reference signal. The reference signal configuration in 

the cell will define the set of antenna ports [11]: 

- Cell-specific reference signals, associated with non-Multicast Broadcast Single 

Frequency Network (non-MBSFN) transmission, support a configuration of one, two, or 

four antenna ports and the antenna port number p  shall fulfill p=0, p∈ {0,1} and p∈ 

{0,1,2,3} respectively.  

- MBSFN reference signals, associated with MBSFN transmission, are transmitted on 

antenna port p=4. 

-  User Equipment (UE)-specific reference signals are transmitted on antenna port p=5. 
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2.1.4 Downlink Reference Signals 
 

Coherent demodulation at the user equipment is possible using channel estimation based on pilot 

symbols (reference symbols) that are inserted in OFDM time-frequency grid. In the case of one 

antenna, LTE system has a special configuration of inserting the pilot symbols in a such a way 

that the downlink pilot symbols are inserted at the first and third last OFDM symbol of each slot 

with a frequency domain spacing of six sub-carriers and there is a frequency domain gap of three 

sub-carriers between the first and second reference symbols [14]. As a result of this each 

resource block will allow four pilot symbols.  

When there are two antennas used in the transmitting side of the LTE system, pilot symbols 

orientation of the two antenna ports is different from that of the one antenna port transmission. In 

this case pilot symbols are inserted from each antenna where the pilot symbols on the second 

antenna are offset in the frequency domain by three subcarriers. To maximize accurate 

estimation of channel coefficients, there is nothing transmitted on the other antenna at the same 

time-frequency location of pilot signals to mean that resource element carrying the reference 

signal for an antenna; the corresponding resource elements in other antennas have null 

transmissions. This allows the pilot signals to transmit without interference from the other 

antenna transmissions. The following Figures, Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6 illustrate the concepts 

that are described above. 

 

Figure 2.5 One antenna system pilot symbol arrangements for LTE downlink system [14]. 
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Figure 2.6 Two port antenna pilot arrangement for LTE downlink system [14]. 
 

For Four antenna port configuration case, a different pilot arrangement is used. The pilot symbol 

position and cell identity determine the values of the pilot symbols which is complex value. In 

LTE system, there are 510 reference signal sequences which correspond to 510 different cell 

identities.  

2.2  LTE System Model 
 

LTE system model[1] is based on Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) as 

multiple access method and in combination with higher order modulation, with large bandwidths 

and spatial multiplexing or transmit diversity in the downlink using MIMO antennas in order to 

achieve a high data rates or an improvement in the received signal quality.  

When we are using multi-antenna transmission schemes, it maps the modulated data symbols to 

multiple antennas ports. Using OFDM transmission scheme, the resource grid is constructed in 

each antenna; OFDM symbols are generated, and transmits the signal. In a MIMO–OFDM 

system, the process of resource-grid mapping and OFDM modulation is repeated over multiple 

transmit antennas.  The basic idea of OFDM is using a multi-carrier transmission [13]. 

2.2.1  Multi-carrier Transmission 
 

Multi-carrier transmission is one of the ways to increase the overall transmission bandwidth, 

without suffering from increased signal corruption due to radio-channel frequency selectivity. As 

shown in Figure 2.7 in multi-carrier transmission multiple narrowband signals, also called as 

12 12
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subcarriers, are transmitted instead of a single wideband signal. The subcarriers are frequency 

multiplexed and jointly transmitted over the same radio link to the same receiver. Parallel 

transmission of N signals over the same radio link can help to achieve an N times increase in the 

overall data rate.  

In addition, the effect of signal corruption as a result of radio-channel frequency selectivity only 

depends on the bandwidth of each subcarrier. As a result, the impact from a frequency-selective 

channel is basically the same as for a more narrowband transmission scheme with a bandwidth 

that corresponds to the bandwidth of each subcarrier [4].  
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Figure 2.7 Extension to wider transmission bandwidth by means of multi-carrier transmission[4]. 
 

The problem of multi-carrier evolution outlined in Figure 2.7 is that extending the narrow band 

radio access technology to a wider overall transmission by making parallel transmission of N 

more narrow band carriers, there is a problem of making spectrum packing and there will be 

some gap or valley in the overall transmission and this has a negative impact in overall 

bandwidth efficiency. 
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In addition to the above problem multi-carrier transmission using parallel transmission of 

multiple carriers results in larger variations in the instantaneous transmit power. As a result the 

method has negative effect on the transmitter power-amplifier efficiency, to mean that increased 

transmitter power consumption and increased power-amplifier cost. Alternatively, we reduce the 

average transmit power.  Due to this reason the use of multicarrier transmission is more 

appropriate for the downlink transmission than the uplink transmission. 

OFDM techniques can be used as a method to implement a multi-carrier modulation which is a 

different approach and will be discussed in the next section.  

2.2.2 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing  
 

OFDM transmission scheme is a type of a multichannel system where it uses multiple 

subcarriers. To increase the bandwidth efficiency the spectrums of subcarriers are made 

overlapping and the wideband is fully divided into N orthogonal narrowband sub channels. 

These orthogonal signals are created using Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and Inverse DFT 

(IDFT) processes. DFT and IDFT can be implemented efficiently by using fast Fourier transform 

(FFT) and inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT), respectively [15]. LTE uses OFDM as a basic 

scheme as it is illustrated in Figure 2.8. 

 

In LTE downlink system the input data stream is modulated by either of QPSK, 16 QAM or 64 

QAM modulator and this results in a complex symbol stream [16]. The modulated symbol are 

passed through a serial-to-parallel converter, and results a set of N parallel QPSK ,16QAM or 

64QAM symbols corresponding to the symbols transmitted over each of the subcarriers. Thus, 

the N symbols output from the serial-to-parallel converter are the discrete frequency components 

of the OFDM modulator output. The use of the IDFT and DFT are used for modulating and 

demodulating the data constellations on the orthogonal sub-carriers respectively [17, 19]. 

 

Cyclic prefix as a guard interval (GI) is used in the model and its length should exceed the 

maximum excess delay of the multipath propagation channel is a basic principle [18]. Due to the 

cyclic prefix, the transmitted signal becomes “periodic”, and the effect of the time-dispersive 
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multipath channel becomes equivalent to a cyclic convolution, discarding the guard interval at 

the receiver.  
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Figure 2.8   A simplified OFDM Model [15]. 
 

2.2.3 Multiple Input Multiple Output  
 
 

In theory, data rates in wireless communications can be increased by increasing the overall 

received signal power for a given transmit power [4]. The use of multiple antennas at the 

transmitter and/or the receiver can increase the received power. This technique of using multiple 

antennas is called MIMO technique. The Multi-antenna or MIMO technique is helpful to achieve 

improved system performance, increase system capacity and increase coverage; in addition it 

improves service provisioning (higher per-user data rates). The use of MIMO has been the 

subject of new developments in the area of wireless technology in the past decade [4]. 
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At it is illustrated in the Figure 2.9 the MIMO system has M transmit and N receive antennas. 

By transmitting through the same channel, every antenna receives not only the direct components 

intended for it, but also the indirect components intended for the other antennas. The 

transmission matrix that is obtained from MIMO system H has a dimension of N x M [20].  

 

H=[

             

            

      
            

]         ……………………. (2.1) 

 

Considering the noise n, the following transmission formula is formulated from receive antenna 

vector y, transmit antenna vector x. 

 

               …………………….  (2.2) 
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Figure 2.9 MIMO System [20].  

 
LTE uses the advantage of MIMO techniques by introducing many forms of multi-antenna 

technique in the different transmission modes. The MIMO techniques used in the LTE standard, 

in general, can be subdivided into three categories: spatial diversity, beam forming, and spatial-

multiplexing and each of them are explained below.  
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2.2.3.1 Spatial Diversity 
 

In wireless communication systems data is transmitted over a radio channels whose time-varying 

behavior causes severe variations of the amplitude of the received signal. Multipath transmission, 

Doppler spread, and shadowing nature of the wireless environment can result in variation of 

received power, called fading [16]. Diversity techniques exploit the random nature of radio 

propagation by finding independent uncorrelated signal paths by transmitting multiple times 

redundant information; this can improve the wireless communication in the fading environments. 

The purpose of spatial diversity is by providing the receiver with multiple uncorrelated replicas 

of the same information bearing signal to combat the effect the different fading problems in the 

radio channel. Doing so, however, does not increase the data rate. Duplicate date with over 

different paths are sent and received to increase the robustness of the received signal. The spatial 

diversity can be further categories as transmitting diversity, receive diversity or cyclic delay 

diversity. 

 

2.2.3.1.1 Receive Diversity 
  

Receive diversity uses more than one antennas on the receiver side. The simplest scenario 

consists of two RX and one TX antenna as shown in Figure 2.10 

Transmitter Receiver

 
Figure 2.10 Receive diversity [20]. 

 

Receive diversity is the most common and simple to implement diversity technique. In receive 

diversity techniques, the diversity gain can be improved by keeping a sufficient spacing between 

the multiple antennas at the receive side which reduce the mutual correlation between the 

antennas. At the receiver the received signals from multiple antennas is combined to get the 
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diversity gain. And the main combining methods are, select combining (SC), maximal-ratio 

combining (MRC), equal gain combining (EGC), and square-law combining [14]. 

   

2.2.3.1.2 Transmit Diversity  
 

Using multiple transmit antennas, transmit diversity provides the receiver with different path of 

multiple uncorrelated replicas of the same signal. Transmit diversity reduces the receiver 

complexity and improve the detection performance [14, 4]. The advantage here is that the 

complexity of having multiple antennas is placed on the transmitter rather than on mobile station 

(receiver) side which may be shared among many receivers. The detection performance 

improvement is possible by having a low mutual correlation between the paths of the different 

antennas and this can be achieved by means of a sufficiently large distance between the antennas, 

or by the use of different antenna polarization directions. In order to realize transmitter diversity 

different approaches can be taken, differentiated by the method of using the multiple transmit 

antennas.  

 

Transmit diversity is straight forward for systems that use time division duplexing (TDD), where 

different time slots on the same carrier are used in the forward and reverse link transmission. For 

TDD systems, the channel impulse response satisfies the reciprocity principle [22]. At the base 

station the signals received on all antennas can be processed during every received burst. During 

the next forward burst, the antenna that provided the highest received symbol energy-to-noise 

ratio is selected and used. This is a form of selective transmit diversity (STD). Obviously, this 

scheme requires that the channel change slowly. For frequency division duplexed (FDD) 

systems, transmit diversity is more complicated to implement, because the forward and reverse 

links are not reciprocal. Time division transmit diversity (TDTD) can be used for FDD by 

switching the transmitted signal between two or more transmit antennas. Alternate bursts are 

transmitted through two or more separate antennas, a technique known as time switched transmit 

diversity (TSTD) [14]. Different approaches can be taken to realize the diversity offered by the 

multiple transmit antennas. One form is the delay diversity which is discussed below in the next 

section. 
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Delay Transmit Diversity 

 

Delay transmitter Diversity is a method where copies of the same data are transmitted through 

multiple antennas at different times to create artificial delay spread so the resulting channel looks 

like a fading inter Symbol Interference (ISI) channel. The availability of multiple transmit 

antennas can be used to create artificial time dispersion or, equivalently, artificial frequency 

selectivity by transmitting identical signals with different relative delays from the different 

antennas as shown in Figure 2.11 when the channel in itself is not time dispersive. These results 

in the antenna diversity since the fading experience by the different antennas has low mutual 

correlation can be transformed into frequency diversity [4]. There is a special form of delay 

diversity called cyclic delay diversity and it is described in the next section. 

 

Ʈ

Mobile 
Station

Base Station Transmitter

  
Figure 2.11 Delay diversity [4]. 

 

Cyclic Delay Diversity 

 

Cyclic-delay diversity (CDD) differ from the above delay diversity is that it operates block-wise 

and applies cyclic shifts, rather than linear delays, to the different antennas as it is shown in 

Figure 2.12 (a). Due to this reason the application of cyclic-delay diversity is block based 

transmission schemes like OFDM. 
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Figure 2.12 Cyclic delay diversity [4]. 

 

For OFDM transmission a cyclic shift of the time-domain signal corresponds to a frequency-

dependent phase shift is used to create artificial frequency selectivity as seen by the receiver 

before OFDM modulation, as illustrated in Figure 2.12 (b). The method is expandable to more 

than two more than two transmit antennas with different cyclic shifts for each antenna. 

 

Other forms of transmit diversity use space-time or space-frequency encoding to come up for 

diversity gain. When modulation symbols are mapped in the time and spatial (transmit-antenna) 

domain to capture the diversity offered by the multiple transmit antennas, we call it space time 

coding in the multi antenna transmission scheme [4]. 

 These forms require three functions: 

a. The encoding process using encoders and transmitting of the information sequence  

b. The combining scheme using combiner at the receiver, 

c. The decision making 

 

Alamouti [22] has developed a method of simple repetition transmit diversity scheme with 

maximum likelihood combining at the receiver side. By using two transmit antennas and one 

receiver antenna, using the proposed scheme one can achieve the same diversity order as 

maximal ratio receiver combining with one transmit antenna and two receiver antennas. This 

method requires no feedback from the receiver to the transmitter, and requires no bandwidth 
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expansion. However, to estimate the channel, the scheme requires separate pilot sequence 

insertion and extraction for each of the transmit diversity antennas [21]. 

 

Space-time Block Coding (STBC) with two antennas has been part of the 3G WCDMA standard 

and can be regarded as a multi-antenna modulation and mapping technique that provides full 

diversity and results in simple encoders and decoders. Alamouti code is the simplest forms of 

STBC [a simple transmit diversity] which is defined for a two-antenna transmission. In STBC 

with Alamouti code, as illustrated in Figure 2.13, pairs of modulated symbols (S1, S2) are 

mapped on the first and second antenna ports in the initial sample time meaning that the 

modulation symbols are directly transmitted on the first antenna. In the next sample time, the 

symbols are swapped and further more sign reversed and conjugated (-S2
*, S1

*) and mapped to 

the first and second antenna ports and the resulting two consecutive vectors in time are 

orthogonal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.13 Space Time block coding [4]. 
 

As LTE use the Space frequency block coding (SFBC) scheme to get transmit diversity gain, the 

following section illustrates the SFBC scheme.  

2.2.3.1.3 Space Frequency Block Coding 
 

From three mode of transmission in LTE, transmit diversity is the second mode of transmission 

which is based on Space Frequency Block Coding (SFBC) and Frequency Switched Transmit 

Diversity (FSTD) for two- and four-antenna transmission, respectively. When compared to 

single-antenna transmissions, both methods offer increased performance using their diversity.  
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SFBC is a method of transmit diversity which is closely related to  Space time block 

coding(STBC) that is developed by Alamouti [22] and it is selected as the transmit diversity 

method in the LTE standard when two port antenna is used. The main difference between the 

two techniques is that in SFBC the encoding is done in the antenna (space) and frequency 

domains rather than in the antenna (space) and time domains, as is the case for Space Time 

Block Coding (STBC) [13].  

 

As it is illustrated in Figure 2.14 in SFBC pairs of consecutive modulated symbols (S1, S2) 

mapped directly on to consecutive samples in time on the first antenna port. On the second port, 

the swapped and transformed symbols (-S2
*

, S1
*) are mapped consecutively in time such that the 

consecutive vectors on different antennas are orthogonal. We can produce the SFBC output 

symbols through a simple transformation followed by STBC using the Alamouti code [23, 13]. 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

Figure 2.14 Space Frequency block coding [4]. 
 

In OFDM, the block of (frequency-domain) modulation symbols S1, S2, S3, S4, … is directly 

mapped to OFDM carriers of the first antenna, on the other hand  the block of symbols –S2
* , 

S1
*,-S4

*,S3
*, … is mapped to the corresponding subcarriers of the second antenna. 

 

A MIMO operation specified in the LTE standard contains a combination of layer mapping and 

pre-coding and these two processes combined as encoding operation in the transmit-diversity 

mode of transmission. The transmit-diversity encoder subdivides the modulated symbols into 

pairs and through diversity coding places transformed versions of modulated pairs on different 

transmit antennas. As the samples on each transmit antenna are derived from the original 
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modulated stream, layer mapping is also implicit and pre-coding can be considered the result of 

various conjugations and negations.  For the Four antennas port LTE configuration a different 

approach called Frequency Switched Transmit Diversity (FSTD) in combination with SFBC is 

used. 

 

2.2.3.2 Spatial Multiplexing 
 

In spatial multiplexing mode of transmission, the system transmits different (not redundant) data 

on different antennas in the contrary to transmit diversity mode of transmission. The data rate of 

a given communications link  is boosted by this mode of MIMO as the data rate can increase 

linearly in proportion to the number of transmit antennas. The ability to transmit independent 

data streams in spatial multiplexing comes with a cost, however. Spatial multiplexing is 

susceptible to deficiencies in rank of the matrix representing the MIMO equation. Multiple 

techniques are introduced in LTE spatial multiplexing in order to minimize the probability of 

these rank deficiencies occurring and to harness its benefits [13]. 

 

There are two classes of spatial multiplexing open loop spatial multiplexing and closed loop 

spatial multiplexing. No pre-coding matrix feedback is employed in open loop spatial 

multiplexing, whereas in closed loop spatial multiplexing, the optimum pre-coding matrix 

information is feedback by the user equipment (UE) to the evolved node B (eNodeB) [45]. 

 

In spatial multiplexing scheme, the process can be described by three parameters: transmit vector 

X, pre-coding matrix W and output vector Y. thus,   

               …………… (2.3) 

 

Open loop spatial multiplexing with CDD  

 

In order to achieve higher data rates, this mode supports spatial multiplexing of two to four 

layers that are multiplexed to two to four antennas, respectively. Regarding the channel situation, 

it requires less UE feedback (no pre-coding matrix indicator is included), and is used when 
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channel information is missing or when the channel rapidly changes, like for UEs moving with 

high velocity. The signal is supplied to every antenna with a specific delay (cyclic delay 

diversity, or CDD), thus artificially creating frequency diversity as shown in Figure 2.15 [46].  
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Figure 2.15 Spatial multiplexing with CDD; the individual subcarriers are delayed artificially 

[46]. 

 

Closed loop spatial multiplexing 

 

To achieve higher data rates, closed loop spatial multiplexing supports multiplexing with up to 

four layers that are multiplexed to up to four antennas, respectively. The base station transmits 

cell-specific reference signals (CRS), distributed over various resource elements and over 

various timeslots to permit channel estimation at the receiver. A response regarding the channel 

situation is sent by UE, which includes information about which pre-coding is preferred from the 

defined codebook. An index (pre-coding matrix indicators) defined in the codebook; a table with 

possible pre-coding matrices that is known to both sides is used to accomplish this [46]. 

 

2.2.3.3 Beam forming 
 

Beam forming MIMO technique is the shaping of overall antenna beam in the direction of the 

intended receiver terminal and this is done by using the available knowledge of the downlink 

channels(the relative channel phases) of the different transmit antennas at the transmitter side. 

Beam forming technique increases the signal strength at the receiver in a factor proportion to the 

number of transmit antennas [4]. 
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This mode in LTE uses UE-specific reference signals. Using the same antenna weightings both 

the data and the reference signals are transmitted. The data transmission for the UE appears to 

have been received from only one transmit antenna, because the UE requires only the UE 

specific reference signals for demodulation of the PDSCH,  and the UE does not see the actual 

number of transmit antennas. Therefore, this transmission mode is also called "single antenna 

port: port 5". The transmission appears to be transmitted from a single "virtual" antenna port 5 

[46]. 
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3. Channel Estimation 
 

 

This chapter discusses the different channel estimation techniques and most of the discussion 

focuses on pilot-based channel estimation techniques since it is selected for this thesis. Little is 

discussed on blind and semi-blind channel estimation. 

 

Wideband wireless radio communication channel is time varying and frequency selective. At the 

receiving end the information bits are retrieved accurately, if the channel characteristics are fully 

known. The channel may vary instantaneously because of the propagating medium, which leads 

to the signal degradation. The effect of the medium on the transmitted data has to be 

characterized or analyzed with a method called channel estimation. This estimation technique 

has the advantage of getting the channel state information which is pointed out in the 

introduction chapter. Having the knowledge of CSI is used to describe how the signal propagates 

from the transmitter to the receiver by having the effect of fading, scattering, attenuation and 

different channel parameters. Channel estimation techniques allow the receiver to take into 

account the effect of channel on the transmitted signal and compensate it accordingly which is a 

very important factor for reliable communication [24]. 

 

In general, the basic classifications of channel estimation are three namely pilot based, semi 

blind and blind channel estimations. A training (pilot) based channel estimation uses a preamble 

or pilot symbols known to both transmitter and receiver and employ various interpolation 

techniques to estimate the channel response of the subcarriers between pilot tones. Blind channel 

estimation is done by evaluating the statistical information of the channel and particular 

properties of the transmitted signals. Finally semi blind channel estimation is a combination of 

the two [24]. 
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3.1 Pilot-based Channel Estimation 
 

3.1.1 Pilot Structure 
 

In OFDM systems channel estimation is generally performed by using pilot subcarriers in given 

positions of the frequency-time grid. The estimation in this system is chosen by taking into 

account the required performance, computational complexity and time-variation of the channel. 

Based on the arrangement of pilots placed in the OFDM structure, three different types of pilot 

structures are considered: block type, comb type, and lattice type [27-30]. According to 3GPP, 

LTE has special configuration of the pilot insertion in the OFDM structure according to number 

of antennas used as described in Chapter two which is used in this thesis. 

 

3.1.1.1 Block Type arrangement 
 

As shown in Figure 3.1 pilots are placed for a block type of pilot arrangement. As it shown 

OFDM pilot symbols at all subcarriers are transmitted in a certain period for channel estimation. 

A time domain interpolation using the pilots is performed to estimate the channel along the time 

axis. As explained in [15] denoting St  for the period of pilot symbols in time to combat time 

varying channel characteristics, the pilot symbols must be placed as frequently as the coherence 

time is.  

Time

Frequency

St

 
Figure 3.1 Block type OFDM pilot arrangement [15]. 
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The coherence time is given in an inverse form of the Doppler frequency f Doppler in the channel 

and the pilot symbol period must satisfy the following inequality: 

 

   
 

         
   ………………………….. (3.1) 

 

The block-type pilot arrangement is suitable for frequency-selective channels because pilot tones 

are inserted into all subcarriers of pilot symbols with a period in time. For the fast-fading 

channels, however, it might incur too much overhead to track the channel variation by reducing 

the pilot symbol period. 

 

3.1.1.2 Comb Type Arrangement 
 

As shown in Figure 3.2 instead of all subcarrier the pilots are placed at periodically located 

subcarriers which are used to perform frequency domain interpolation to estimate the channel 

along the frequency axis. 

Time

F
req

u
en

cy

Sf

 
Figure 3.2 Comb type pilot arrangement [15]. 

 

Denoting Sf the period of pilot of tones in frequency, the pilot symbols must be placed as 

frequently as coherent bandwidths in order to track the frequency-selective channel 
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characteristics. The coherence bandwidth is calculated by an inverse of maximum delay spread 

     with the following inequality [15]. 

 

   
 

    
         …………………………. (3.2) 

 

In contrary to the block-type pilot arrangement, the comb-type pilot arrangement is suitable for 

fast-fading channels, but not for frequency-selective channels. 

  

3.1.1.3 Lattice Type Arrangement 
 

In this type pilot arrangement the pilots are inserted along both in time and frequency axes with 

certain frequency as shown in Figure 3.3. For channel estimation this arrangement can facilitate 

interpolation of time/frequency domain. 

 

Time

Frequency

Sf

St

 
 

Figure 3.3 Lattice type pilot arrangement [15]. 
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To keep track of both time-varying and frequency-selective channel characteristics, the pilot 

symbol arrangement must satisfy both inequalities in Equation 3.1 and 3.2 [15]. 

           

   
 

         
        

 

    
       ………………. (3.3) 

 

3.1.1.4 LTE Pilot Arrangement 
 

As explained in Chapter two in LTE downlink system, the cell specific downlink reference 

signals are transmitted on one or more antenna ports of the eNodeB for facilitation of the 

demodulation of the OFDMA signal at the UE. It has special pilot arrangement according to the 

specification of 3GPP [14]. 

 

In using MIMO transmission, a special type of the time-frequency placement of reference signals 

on each antenna is used to avoid the interfering with each other. Thus, MIMO channel estimation 

may be addressed as the estimation of M × N individual channels, where M is the number of 

transmit antennas and N is the number of receive antennas. As a result, channel estimation in 

MIMO can be taken as a combination of different single-input, SISO estimations [14]. 

 

3.1.2 Pilot-based Channel Estimation Algorithms 
 

When training symbols are used to estimate channel characteristics, the least-square (LS) and 

minimum-mean-square-error (MMSE) techniques are commonly used for channel estimation 

[15, 25-28, 30, 31]. 
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The first assumption that is taken is all subcarriers are orthogonal, i.e. inter carrier interference 

(ICI) free. The representation of the diagonal matrix of training symbols for N subcarriers is as 

follows.                       X=

[
 
 
 
 
       
       
    
    
         ]

 
 
 
 

  …………….………….. (3.4) 

 

Where X[k] denotes a pilot tone at the kth subcarrier, with E{X[k]} = 0 and Var{X[k]} = x
2, 

k=0, 1, 2, …, N-1. By assumption that all the subcarriers are orthogonal, X is a diagonal matrix. 

Representing the channel gain by H[k] for each subcarrier k, the received training signal Y[k] 

can be represented as 

 

 

Y    

[
 
 
 
 

    

    
 
 

      ]
 
 
 
 

   =   

[
 
 
 
 
       

       
    
    
         ]

 
 
 
 

  

[
 
 
 
 

    

    
 
 

      ]
 
 
 
 

   

[
 
 
 
 

    

    
 
 

      ]
 
 
 
 

……. (3.5) 

    

  Y=XH+Z 

 

Where H is a channel vector given as H=[ H[0], H[1], …., H[N-1]]T  and Z is a noise vector given 

as Z=[Z[0], Z[1], … , Z[N-1]]T  with E{Z[k]}=o and Var{Z[k]}= z
2, k=0,1,…, N-1. 

 

3.1.2.1 Least Square Channel Estimation (LS) Technique 
 

Denoting the channel estimate by  Ĥ  the Least Square Channel estimation technique gets the 

channel estimate by minimizing the following cost function [15]: 

J ( ̂) = ‖     ̂  ‖
  

    =       ̂) H      ̂)             ………………(3.6) 

    =YHY- YHX ̂- ̂HXHY+ ̂HXHX ̂ 
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In order to minimize we set the derivative of the function with respect to  Ĥ   zero, i.e. 

   
     ̂ 

  ̂
= -2(XHY)* + 2(XHX ̂)* = 0    ……………….. (3.7) 

Computing Equation 3.7 we get,   XHX ̂ = XHY and from this we get the solution to the LS 

channel estimation as 

    ̂LS = XHX-1(XH)-1Y=X-1Y   …………..…… (3.8) 

 

Denoting each component of the LS channel estimate  ̂ LS by   ̂ LS[k], where k=0, 1… N-1, 

based on the assumption of orthogonality i.e. ICI free mode, the Least square channel estimate 

 ̂ LS can be written for each sub carrier as the following equation: 

    ̂ LS[k] =     

    
 ,   where k=0,1,2,…., N-1  ………..(3.9) 

After having  ̂ LS the LS channel estimate, we can calculate the Mean Square Error (MSE) of 

the LS channel estimation technique by 

   MSELS = E {(H -  ̂LS)H  (H-HLS )} 

       = E {(H –X-1Y)H  (H-X-1Y )} 

  = E {(X-1Z)H  (X-1Z )}    …... (3.10) 

   = E {ZH (XXH)-1   Z} 

   =    
 

  
    

As shown in Equation 3.10 the MSE of LS channel estimation is inversely proportional to Signal 

to Noise Ratio (SNR) 
  

 

  
  , it implies that it may be subject to noise enhancement, especially 

when the channel is in a deep null. Although LS technique has the above problem, as a result of 

mathematical simplicity it has been widely used for channel estimation [15]. 
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3.1.2.2 Minimum Mean Square Channel Estimation Technique 
 

Take the Least Square solution in the Equation 3.8  ̂ LS = X-1Y  ̃ and using a weight 

matrix W, define   ̂   W ̃  which corresponds to minimum mean square error estimate 

(MMSE) [15]. 

  H      +       e = H-  ̂ 

       _ 

 

      ̃              ̂= W ̃   

Figure 3.4 Minimum Mean Square Error channel Estimation [15]. 

From the Figure 3.4 we can see that MSE of the channel estimate   ̂ is given by 

J ( ̂) =   ‖ ‖  } =   ‖    ̂  ‖
 
}  …….. (3.11) 

From this the MMSE channel estimation method finds a better estimate in terms of W in such a 

way that the MSE in Equation 3.10 is minimized. The orthogonality principle states that the 

estimation error vector e = H-  ̂  is orthogonal to  ̃  , such that 

        ̃
 
  =       ̂  ̃

 
   

          =        ̃    ̃
 
            ……………. (3.12) 

W 

+ 
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     =       ̃
 
       ̃ ̃

 
      

        =RH ̃ - WR ̃ ̃ =0 

Where RH ̃ is the cross correlation matrix of NxN matrices H and  ̃ ( i.e, RH ̃ =E[H ̃ H]), 

and  ̃  is the Least Square channel estimate given by 

    ̃  =X-1Y=H + X-1Z       ………(3.13) 

Solving Equation 3.12 for W results 

   W= RH ̃ R ̃ ̃ -1      
………..(3.14) 

Where R ̃ ̃ is the auto correlation matrix of  ̃ given by 

  R ̃ ̃=  { ̃ ̃
 
} 

   =E {X-1Y(X-1Y)H}  

=E {(H+ X-1Z)(H+X-1Z)H}        .……….(3.15) 

=E {HH H + X-1ZHH+HZH(X-1)H +X-1ZZH(X-1)H} 

= E {HH H} +E { X-1ZZH(X-1)H } 

= E {HH H} + 
  

 

  
 I 

And RH ̃ is the cross-correlation matrix between the true channel vector and temporary channel 

estimate vector in the frequency domain. From the Equation 3.15, the MMSE channel estimate 

solved as: 

    

 ̂   W ̃ 
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     RHH̃ RH̃H̃ -1 ̃  

         = RHH̃ (RHH + 
  

 

  
 I)-1  ̃    

………….….(3.16) 

The elements of RHH̃   and RHH in the above Equation 3.16 are 

E {h k,l  ̃  *
k’,l’} = E {h k,l h *

k’,l’}=rf[ k-k’ ]rt[ l-l’ ]   ………….(3.17) 

where k and l denote the subcarrier (frequency) index and OFDM symbol (time) index, 
respectively. 

 

3.2  Blind Channel Estimation 
 

The blind channel estimation is done by evaluating the statistical information of the channel and 

particular properties of the transmitted signals. The blind channel estimation has no overhead 

loss and it is only suitable for slowly time-varying channels. Blind channel estimation is used 

when the input of the channel is not available for processing at the receiver. Blind channel 

estimation techniques use the second-order statistics that contain sufficient information for the 

identification and estimation of finite impulse response channels [33, 34]. 

 

There are different suggested approaches in achieving the blind channel estimation and for 

further reading on blind channel estimation for MIMO-OFDM system [35-38]. 

 

3.3  Semi Blind Channel Estimation 
 

Semi blind channel estimation techniques combine the approach of channel estimation both 

utilizing pilot sequences and a blind method to estimate the channel. Different approaches have 

been developed and suggested in the past few years [32, 39 and 40]. 
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4. Mobile Radio Propagation 
Channel Characteristics 

 

For appropriate designing and deployment of any wireless network, we need to have good 

understanding of the radio propagation environment. Radio propagation characteristics can vary 

depending on the terrain, frequency of operation, velocity of the mobile terminal, interference 

sources and other dynamic factors. Characterization of the radio channel using different 

parameters is useful for predicting signal coverage, achievable data rates, analysis of interference 

from different systems and determining the optimum location of base station antennas. Apart 

from line-of-sight communication, reflection, diffraction and scattering are the three fundamental 

factors that impact signal propagation in a mobile communication system [41]. For theoretical 

study, the environment is modeled as large-scale and small-scale models.  

4.1 Large-scale Fading  
 

Large-scale propagation models predict the mean signal strength for an arbitrary transmitter-

receiver separation distance. Alternatively, the models characterize signal strength over large 

transmitter-receiver separation distance and they are useful in estimating the radio coverage area 

of a transmitter [16].  

4.2 Small-scale fading  
 

In the other case, modeling the propagation that characterize the rapid fluctuations of the 

received signal strength over very short travel distances (a few wavelengths) or short time 

durations (on the order of seconds) are called small-scale or fading models [16].  

 

The Small scale fading, or, simply fading, means rapid fluctuations of the amplitudes, phases, or 

multipath delays of a radio signal over a short period or short travel distance. The large scale 

radio propagation loss effects might be ignored since the effect of small fading can be so severe. 
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Fading is caused by interference between two or more versions of the transmitted signal which 

arrive at the receiver at slightly different times. Depending on the distribution of the intensity and 

relative propagation time of the waves and the bandwidth of the transmitted signal, the multipath 

waves combined at the receiver antenna to give a resultant signal which can vary widely in 

amplitude and phase [16]. The knowledge and accurate understanding of the propagation channel 

fading in digital communication like LTE technology is very important since it improves the 

quality of communication. 
 

4.3 Multipath Propagation and Small-scale fading 
 

Multipath in wireless telecommunications is the propagation phenomenon that results in radio 

signals reaching the receiving antenna by two or more paths which impacts in propagation length 

variation and results in different time delays [47]. The effect of multipath includes constructive 

and destructive interference, and phase shifting of the signal. The three main effects of small 

scale multipath fading are: 

 

a) Rapid fluctuation in signal strength over a small travel distance or time interval; 

b) Random frequency modulation due to varying Doppler shifts on different multi path signal; 

c) Time dispersion or echoes caused by multipath propagation delays. 

 

From the many physical factors in the radio propagation channel that influence small scale 

fading are multipath propagation, the speed of the mobile( results in a Doppler shift), the speed 

of the surrounding objects( results in time varying Doppler shift) and the transmission bandwidth 

of the signal [16]. 
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4.4 Mobile Multipath Channels Parameters 
 

4.4.1 Time Dispersion Parameters 
 

Power delay profile gives the intensity of a signal received through a multipath channel as a 

function of time delay. From power delay profile, we can determine the multipath channel 

parameters, the mean excess delay, root mean square (r.m.s) delay spread, and excess delay 

spread (X dB) [16]. The time dispersive properties of wide band multipath channels are usually 

quantified by their mean excess delay ( ̅) and r.m.s delay spread (τ).  

 

Mean excess delay is the first moment of the power delay profile and r.m.s delay spread is the 

square root of the second central moment of the power delay profile. For k number of taps; 

 
Mean access delay             

 ̅=
∑    

    

∑    
 

 
 =

∑           

∑        
                  …………[16] (4.1)  

And rms delay    τ=√  ̅̅ ̅   ̅               ………..[16] (4.2) 

Where     is delay , P(  ) is attenuation of the kth multipath component and  

  ̅̅ ̅= 
 ∑     

     
 

  

∑    
 

 
 =

∑           
 

 

∑        
 

 

4.4.2 Excess Delay and Coherence Bandwidth  
 

Maximum Excess Delay (X dB) of the power delay profile is defined to be the time delay during 

which multipath energy falls to X dB below the maximum. Equivalently, the maximum excess 

delay is defined as τx-τ0 , where τ0 is the first arriving signal and τx is the maximum delay at 

which a multipath component is within X dB of the strongest arriving multipath signal [16]. 
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Coherence bandwidth is used to characterize the channel in the frequency domain similar to the 

delay spread parameters in the time domain, Coherence bandwidth, BC, is a statistical measure of 

the range of frequencies over which the channel can be considered "flat" meaning that a channel 

which passes all spectral components with approximately equal gain and linear phase. 

Equivalently, coherence bandwidth is the range of frequencies over which two frequency 

components have a strong potential for amplitude correlation [16]. 

 

4.4.3 Doppler Spread and Coherence Time 
 

The time varying nature of the channel caused by either relative motion between the mobile and 

base station, or by movement of objects in the channel is not described by the time dispersive 

parameters, delay spread and coherence bandwidth. Doppler spread and coherence time are the 

parameters to describe the time varying nature of the channel. Doppler spread BD is a measure of 

the spectral broadening caused by the time rate of change of the mobile radio channel and is 

defined as the range of frequencies over which the received Doppler spectrum is essentially non-

zero. Coherence time TC is the time domain dual of Doppler spread and is used to characterize 

the time varying nature of the frequency dispersive-ness of the channel in the time domain. The 

Doppler spread and coherence time are inversely proportional to one another [16]. That is, 

 

   TC =
 

  
     …………. (4.3) 

4.5  Small Scale Fading Types 
 

Based on the relation between the signal parameters (bandwidth, symbol period) and the channel 

parameters (r.m.s delay spread and Doppler spread), we have four different cases of fading. Due 

to time dispersive nature we have Flat and Frequency selective fading and due to Doppler spread 

we have fast and slow fading [16]. 
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4.5.1 Fading Effects due to Multipath Time Delay Spread 
 

4.5.1.1 Flat Fading 
 

When the bandwidth of the transmitted signal is less than the coherence bandwidth of the 

channel we call it Flat Fading. Expressing with the different term, Flat fading occurs when the 

symbol period of the signal is more than the r.m.s delay spread of the channel [16]. 

Flat fading occurs when 

 

BS<< BC and TS>>T    ----------------------- (4.4) 

 

Where BS is the signal bandwidth and BC is the coherence bandwidth, TS is the symbol period 

and T  is the r.m.s delay spread.  At Flat fading the mobile channel has a constant gain and linear 

phase response over its bandwidth. 

 

4.5.1.2 Frequency Selective Fading 
 

When the signal bandwidth is more than the coherence bandwidth of the mobile radio channel or 

equivalently the symbols duration of the signal is less than the rms delay spread [16], frequency 

selective fading occurs. 

 

i.e., BS >> BC   and   TS << T   ----------------- (4.5) 

At the receiver, we obtain multiple copies of the transmitted signal, all attenuated and delayed in 

time. The channel introduces inter symbol interference [16]. A rule of thumb which is dependent 

on the type of modulation used for a channel to have flat fading is if 

  T / Ts < 0.1    ------------------ (4.6) 
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4.5.2 Fading Effects due to Doppler Spread 
 

4.5.2.1 Fast Fading 
 

When the channel impulse response changes rapidly within the symbol duration of the signal fast 

fading occurs. Since coherence time of the channel is smaller than the symbol period of the 

transmitted signal it results in Doppler spreading, as a result a signal undergoes frequency 

dispersion leading to distortion [16]. A signal undergoes fast fading if 

 

TS >> TC and BS >> BD                       ---------------------- (4.7) 

 

Where TC is the coherence time and BD is the Doppler spread.  

 

4.5.2.2 Slow Fading 
 

In such a channel, rate of the change of the channel impulse response is much less than the 

transmitted signal. We can consider a slow faded channel as a channel in which the channel is 

almost constant over at least one symbol duration [16]. Thus slow fading occurs when 

 

    TS << TC   and  BS >> BD                                   -------------------- (4.8) 

We can observe that the velocity of the user has an important factor in deciding whether the 

signal experiences fast or slow fading. 

 

4.6  ITU Multipath Fading Propagation Conditions 
for LTE 

 

According to [43, 44] the multipath propagation conditions are made of firstly a delay profile in 

the form of a "tapped delay-line", characterized by a number of taps at fixed positions on a 

sampling grid. And further the profile can be characterized by the r.m.s. delay spread and the 
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maximum delay spanned by the taps. Secondly, a combination of channel models parameters that 

consist of the delay profile and the Doppler spectrum that is characterized by a classical 

spectrum shape and a maximum Doppler frequency. Finally it is made of a set of correlation 

matrices defining the correlation between the UE and eNodeB antennas in the case of multi-

antenna systems. In addition, additional multi-path models used for Channel Quality Indication 

tests can be included. 
 

There exists an important difference between the methods of specifying propagation conditions 

for LTE and for UMTS. The delay profiles are specified for different UE velocities in UMTS. 

Thus for performance testing, each frequency band requires a different set of Doppler 

frequencies. In LTE, it was decided to fix the Doppler frequencies for the EPA, EVA, ETU, and 

high speed train profiles and apply these to all frequency bands in order to reduce the test burden. 

As a result the effective UE velocity has now become variable as a function of the test frequency, 

and for the high speed train case, the inter-site distances have also become variable. This 

approach is not as pure as the fixed velocity approach for UMTS; nevertheless, fixing the 

Doppler frequencies is expected to provide sufficient test coverage with the benefit of significant 

test simplification. 
 

4.6.1 Delay Profiles 
 

ITU recommend delay profiles for LTE UE receiver testing that are selected to represent low, 

medium and high delay spread environments. The three delay profiles defined are: one for 

pedestrian use, one for vehicular use, and one for typical urban use as shown in Table 4.1. These 

delay profiles are used in this thesis work for simulation. 

 

Model Number of  
channel 
taps 

Delay 
spread 
(r.m.s.) 

Maximum 
excess tap delay 
(span) 

Extended Pedestrian A model (EPA) 7 45 ns 410 ns 
Extended Vehicular A model (EVA) 9 357 ns 2510 ns 
Extended Typical Urban model (ETU) 9 991 ns 5000 ns 

Table 4.1 Delay profiles for E-UTRA channel models [36.101 [43] Table B.2.1-1]. 
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Propagation conditions are specified in 36.101[43] Annex B. A delay profile for a typical 

pedestrian, Vehicular and Typical Urban environment is given in following tables Table 4.2, 

Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 respectively. 

 

Excess tap delay [ns] Relative power [dB] 
0 0.0 
30 -1.0 
70 -2.0 
90 -3.0 
110 -8.0 
190 -17.2 
410 -20.8 

 

Table 4.2 Extended Pedestrian A model (EPA) [36.101 [43] Table B.2.1-2]. 

Excess tap delay[ns] Relative power [dB] 

0 0.0 
30 -1.5 
150 -1.4 
310 -3.6 
370 -0.6 
710 -9.1 
1090 -7.0 
1730 -12.0 
2510 -16.9 

 

Table 4.3 Extended Vehicular A model (EVA) [36.101 [43] Table B.2.1-3] 

Excess tap delay [ns] Relative power [dB] 
0 -1.0 
50 -1.0 
120 -1.0 
200 0.0 
230 0.0 
500 0.0 
1600 -3.0 
2300 -5.0 
5000 -7.0 

 

Table 4.4 Extended Typical Urban model (ETU) [36.101 [43] Table B.2.1-4]. 
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4.6.2 Combinations of Channel Model Parameters 
 

Specifying the maximum Doppler frequency shift in addition to the delay profile is very 

important. The three different frequencies that are used to represent low, medium, and high 

speeds are 5 Hz, 70 Hz, and 300 Hz, respectively.  For 2GHz 

1) 5 Hz Doppler for which the relative UE velocity has been defined to be 2.7 km/h; 

2) 70 Hz Doppler for which the relative UE velocity has been taken to be 37.8 km/h;  

3) 300 Hz Doppler for which the relative UE velocity has been calculated to be 162 km/h. 

The maximum Doppler frequencies are combined with the delay profiles to produce the 

combinations that are used to define the receiver performance requirements. From possible 

combination of three delay profiles and three Doppler frequencies, only five of them 

combinations are used [44]. Table 4.5 shows propagation conditions that are used for the 

performance measurements in multi-path fading environment for low, medium and high Doppler 

frequencies. 

Model Maximum Doppler 
frequency 

EPA 5Hz 5 Hz 
EVA 5Hz 5 Hz 
EVA 70Hz 70 Hz 
ETU 30Hz 30 Hz 
ETU 70Hz 70 Hz 
ETU 300Hz 300 Hz 

 

Table 4.5 Channel model parameters [36.101 [43] Table B.2.2-1]. 

 

In [44] it is described that the pedestrian profile is defined for the low speed 5 Hz Doppler 

frequency only; the vehicular profile is defined for 5 Hz and 70 Hz only; and the typical urban 

profile excludes the 5 Hz case. The additional delay profile that has been defined is specifically 

for high speed trains.  
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4.6.3 MIMO Fading Channel Characteristics 
 

For an antenna configuration using uniform linear arrays at both eNodeB and UE, the MIMO 

channel correlation matrices are defined in [43]. The eNodeB and UE correlation matrix are 

described in Table 4.6. 
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Table 4.6 eNodeB and UE correlation matrix [36.101 [43] Table B.2.3.1-1, Table B.2.3.1.2]. 

                    

The channel spatial correlation matrix Rspat is defined in Table 4.7. The parameters α and β in 

Table 4.6 and Table 4.7 defines the spatial correlation between the antennas at the eNodeB and 

UE. 
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Table 4.7 Rspat correlation matrices [[43] Table B.2.3.1-3] 

For cases with more antennas at either eNodeB or UE or both, the channel spatial correlation 

matrix can still be expressed as the Kronecker product of  and  according to

. 

The α and β   for different correlation types are given in Table 4.8. These values are used for this 

thesis simulation. 

Low correlation Medium Correlation High Correlation 
      
0 0 0.3  0.9  0.9  0.9  

 

Table 4.8 MIMO Correlation Matrices at High, Medium and Low Level [36.101[43] Table 
B.2.3.2-1]. 

  

eNBR UER

UEeNBspat RRR 
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5. Analysis and Simulation 
 

5.1  Simulation Model and Parameters 
 

In order to achieve the goal of this thesis, the system model shown in Figure 5.1 of LTE MIMO-

OFDM which uses transmit diversity mode of system (using SFBC coding and decoding) is used 

and the pilot based channel estimation methods are selected and performance of the LS and 

LMMSE channel estimation techniques are analyzed.  

 

In this thesis as LTE transmit diversity mode is used in the simulation part, the MIMO 2x2 

OFDM model is presented in the following block diagram Figure 5.1.  
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Figure 5.1 LTE 2X2 MIMO OFDM system. 
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And the general LTE physical layer specifications Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) 

processing at the transmitter side which is used in the thesis simulation is illustrated in Figure 

5.2. 
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Figure 5.2 Down Link PDSCH processing of physical layer specifications in LTE. 

 

As in Figure 5.2 the downlink physical channel processing includes: 

Scrambling 

The source data bits (transport channel encoded bits) are scrambled by a bit-level scrambling 

sequence. To ensure interference randomization between cells, the scrambling sequence depends 

on the physical layer cell identity. The thesis simulation assumes a single-user single-cell 

downlink transmission and takes a 0 cell ID. 

Data Modulation 

The scrambled bits are converted to complex modulated symbols in downlink data modulation. 

QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM are the set of modulation schemes supported, corresponding to two, 

four, and six bits per modulation symbol.  

Layer Mapping and Pre-coding 

The space-frequency block coding specified for LTE is used in the simulation. For two schemes, 

the LTE specifications make use of the basic Alamouti code [22], applied over space and 

frequency dimensions. 
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Resource Element Mapping 

The pre-coded symbols to be transmitted on each antenna are mapped to the resource elements of 

the resource blocks available for transmission. The number of available resource blocks is a 

function of the channel bandwidth parameter as in Table 2.3. Here in this thesis the simulation 

configuration 10MHz channel bandwidth with 50 available resource blocks is used. The actual 

number of data symbols mapped to resource elements per subframe depends on the resource 

elements occupied by CSR signals used for channel estimation and physical downlink control 

channel (PDCCH) resource elements occupied by primary synchronization signals (PSS) and 

secondary synchronization signals (SSS) resource elements occupied by transmission of the 

physical broadcast channel (PBCH). 

OFDM Transmission 

The complex-valued time-domain OFDM signal per antenna is generated from the fully 

populated resource grid. The number of FFT points depends on the channel bandwidth specified 

and normal cyclic prefix is used in the simulation. 

MIMO Channel 

The simulator uses a model of Rayleigh fading over multiple links. As per ITU test 

recommendations, EPA, EVA and ETU channel models are used with their Doppler shift, path 

gains, path delays and correlation levels for each link.  

Receiver (UE) Processing 

At the UE the elements in the receiver processing modeled in the simulation are the following. 

OFDM receiver converts back to the time- and frequency-domain grid structure. Channel 

estimation employs LMMSE and LS estimations and it uses averaging over a subframe for noise 

reduction for the reference signals, and linear interpolation over the subcarriers for the data 

elements for LS. This uses the CSR signals for the channel estimates. Transmit Diversity 

Combining for the multiple transmitted signals are used, similar to the encoder, which uses 

complex notation for signals. The combined data stream is further demodulated and descrambled 

to get the received data bits. 
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The simulations have been performed using MATLAB codes and below are parameters used in 

the simulation: 

 

- Normal cyclic prefix is used; 

- Number of frames sent for test is flexible using a loop in the code and for this particular 

simulation it is 10 frames; 

- Flexible bandwidth of 1.4, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20 MHz, for this particular case 10MHz is used in 

the simulation; 

- Cell ID number 0 configurations for pilot signal generation is used. 

 

 Simulation parameter Values used 

1 Antenna type 2x2, 2x1 

2 MIMO transmission mode Transmit diversity 

3 Number of subframes 50 

4 Channel bandwidth 10MHz, 50 Resource Block 

5 Modulation type QPSK, 16QAM,64QAM 

6 Cyclic prefix Normal 

7 MIMO correlation level Low, Medium, High 

8 Doppler Frequency 5Hz,70Hz, 120Hz, 300Hz 

9 Cell ID number 0 

10 Channel model EPA, EVA, ETU 

11 Channel estimation techniques LS, LMMSE 

12 Interpolation method Linear 

 

Table 5.1 Simulation parameters. 
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5.2  Simulation Results 
 

The results drawn from the simulation at higher SNR are not smooth curves at some figures and 

this arise from limitation in the number of iteration, which results from limitation in 

computational capability of the computer used during the simulation.  Bit Error Rate (BER) 

performance of LS and MMSE channel estimations for QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM modulation 

schemes at low correlation level of 2x2 MIMO antennas for EPA channel model with 5Hz 

Doppler frequency is shown in Figure 5.3.  

 

From Figure 5.3 we can see that the overall performance of LMMSE estimation method is better 

than LS estimation technique for QPSK and 16QAM modulation scheme at EPA channel model. 

As we move from lower modulation to higher modulation, in this case from QPSK to 16QAM, 

we can see that the BER performances of both estimation techniques (LS and LMMSE) BER 

performance are decreasing. But the performance gap between the two algorithms is different as 

we move from lower SNR to higher SNR at different modulation scheme.  

 

For SNR less than 5dB (lower SNR region) we can see that LS and LMMSE estimation 

techniques with linear interpolation at QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM is comparable and only the 

performance gap increases as SNR increases. In using QPSK as a lower modulation at EPA test 

channel model, the performance of the two algorithms started saturating for certain performance 

level at 20dB and the performance gap is comparable after 20dB. But in case of using 16QAM 

and 64QAM modulation order, LMMSE has a higher gain than LS; however, the relative gain 

diminishes at higher SNR regions, specifically for SNR >30 dB. 

 

From the result in using 16QAM modulation scheme, we can see that for LMMSE, after 20dB 

the increase in performance as we increase SNR is diminishing and it will be a waste to increase 

SNR. The same is true for LS for SNR greater than 30dB. 

 

The other point that needs to be mentioned from the simulation result is that the BER 

performance gap between LS and LMMSE as we go from lower modulation to higher 
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modulation is kept for low SNR and the gap is increasing as we move to higher SNR. For QPSK 

the performance has a clear wider gap between the two algorithms between 10dB to 20dB SNR 

regions, but for 16QAM the gap is wider between 15dB to 30dB SNR regions. 

Figure 5.3 2x2 MIMO antenna with low correlation and using EPA channel model. 
 

And BER performance of the two channel estimation techniques for LTE EVA and ETU channel 

model with 70Hz Doppler frequency for MIMO 2x2 antenna and QPSK and 16QAM modulation 

scheme results are shown in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5. 

 

As can clearly be seen from Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 in general performance of LMMSE is 

superior to LS in both QPSK and 16QAM modulation schemes. We can, thus, generalize that at 

both EVA and ETU channel models performance of LMMSE is better than LS. In general it is 
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seen that for both channel models at SNR more than 25dB, the two algorithms started to be 

comparable. As the complexity of the operation for LS is simple over LMMSE, the use of LS for 

higher SNR is advisable. 

 

Figure 5.4  BER performance of LS and LMMSE for QPSK and 16QAM modulation using LTE 
EVA 70Hz channel model for 2x2 MIMO. 
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Figure 5.5 BER performance of LMMSE and LS channel estimation techniques for ETU-70Hz 
channel model. 
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Figure 5.6 BER performance of LS and LMMSE for QPSK and 64QAM using EVA 70Hz 
channel model for 2x2 MIMO. 

 

The BER performance of LS and LMMSE channel estimation technique for low correlation 
2x2MIMO antenna and QPSK and 64QAM modulation at EVA 70HZ channel model is shown 
in Figure 5.6 above. 

 

From Figure 5.6 it is seen that performance of LMMSE is superior for QPSK and 64QAM 

modulation than LS in using EVA channel model. But the performance gap is diminishing as we 

increase SNR and become comparable for higher SNR regions. The range of decease in gap 

varies for the two modulation schemes. For 64QAM the two algorithms become comparison for 

SNR>30dB and for QPSK it is for SNR> 22dB. 
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With low antenna correlation BER performance of LMMSE channel estimation technique for 
2x1 and 2x2 MIMO antennas using 16QAM modulation scheme and EPA channel model with 
5Hz Doppler frequency is shown in Figure 5.7. 

  

From Figure 5.7 it is confirmed that the performance of LMMSE estimation for using 2x2 is 

superior to 2x1 because of the diversity gain of using multiple antennas at the receiver side. 

  

 
Figure 5.7 BER performance of LMMSE estimation for using 2x2 and 2x1 MIMO antennas. 

 

The BER performance LMMSE channel estimation of using high (α=0.9 and β=0.9), medium 

(α=0.3 and β=0.9) and low correlation (α=0 and β=0) at EVA 5Hz channel model and with 

16QAM modulation scheme is depicted at Figure 5.8. 
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As it is clearly seen in Figure 5.8 the use of low correlation antennas has the advantage on BER 

performance of the system over using high correlation antennas. 

 
Figure 5.8 High Medium and Low correlation Level 2x2 MIMO for EPA 5Hz channel model. 

 

The BER performance of the three ITU channel models i.e. EPA, EVA and ETU channel models 

for 2x2 MIMO using LMMSE channel estimation algorithms for 16QAM modulation scheme 

are depicted in the Figure 5.9 below. 

In Figure 5.9 it is clearly seen that when there is an increase in Doppler frequency and an 

increase in delay spread in EVA and ETU channel models, the BER performance of LMMSE 

channel estimation is decline to be worst. It is clearly seen that speed of the mobile user and 

delay spread are determining factors on performance of the channel estimation. 
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Figure 5.9 LMMSE performances for ETU, EVA and EPA channel models for 2x2 MIMO.   
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6. Conclusions and 
Recommendation for Future 

Work 
 

The objective of the thesis was to evaluate the performance of channel estimation algorithms for 

LTE MIMO-OFDM downlink system in using higher modulation schemes. LS and LMMSE 

channel estimation techniques were selected and transmit diversity of the MIMO mode was used. 

MATLAB simulation method is used to analyze and present the results.  

 

In this thesis pilot based channel estimation techniques is studied for LTE system using higher 

order modulations. For higher order modulation and at different ITU channel models such as 

EPA, EVA and ETU in general, LMMSE has a higher gain than LS; however, the relative gain 

diminishes at higher SNR regions, specifically for SNR >30 dB and the use of LS estimation 

technique due to its simplicity of operation is advisable. Similar results were reported in previous 

researches [10] for the same system and channel model types but for lower order modulations. In 

addition in the thesis, it is confirmed that the use of MIMO antenna has a good BER performance 

advantage over using single antenna in the receiver side. 

 

The method that is used in the simulation is transmitting diversity mode of MIMO and Linear 

interpolation technique. The use of other interpolation methods can improve and be a future 

study for performance of the two channel estimation techniques. Furthermore study on 

performance of the two channel estimation techniques when spatial diversity mode of MIMO is 

used can be a window for future work. In addition, the use and implementation methods of blind 

and semi-blind channel estimation in LTE system is one of the emerging research areas that need 

to be investigated and can be a window for future work.  
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